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The following are my notes from Dan Happel's excellent 2 hour interview. 

  https://rumble.com/v2im94o-dan-happels-connecing-the-dots-sunday-april-16th-
2023.html 

  

 

Best to watch video as my notes are cryptic to keep short.  I covered the last 3 of the 

4 being interviewed capturing what I thought was most profound.  Great intro 

group singing God Bless the USA to spur your spirit. 

 

 Open primaries are illegal. 

 Montana has open primaries. 

 They are a violation of the 1st and 14 Amendments. 

 China is invading thru the Panama Canal and coming up thru our southern border. 

 www.danhappel.com 

 Jordan Conrad, reporter for The Gateway Pundit interviewed, he is a reporter 

assigned to Maricopa County AZ covering the election fraud. 

 Tina Peters of Colorado is also interviewed. Over 50% of tabulators were targeting 

Republicans. 

 They did not verify signatures! 

 Maricopa County always wants to sanction anyone that questions the election. 

 They are trying to scare attorneys by threatening to debar them. 

 Kari Lake was actually ahead by 13 points before "losing".  

 Katie Hobs has been convicted twice for rape. 

 Kari Lake's case has gone to the AZ Supreme Court. 

 10's to 100's of thousands of ballots were without verifiable signatures. 

 Ongoing effort to overturn AZ election. 

 AZ election was a complete sham. 

  We need to go to strictly paper ballots. 

o They are doing this in Texas plus at least 11 counties in Montana. 

o Ballots need to be non counterfeit paper. 

o Over riding effort to cheat and steal elections. 

o There are 176,933 precincts or equivalents in USA. 

o The average size is 1100 registered voters. 

o Hand counting the large majority of these small precincts is no problem. 

o Switching to hand counting could be done in a heartbeat and save $. 

o  Hand counting shows small number of fraud cases vs. machine counting. 

o The critisim of not being able to find the voter is answered by the loss of 

faith in our election system. 

https://rumble.com/v2im94o-dan-happels-connecing-the-dots-sunday-april-16th-2023.html
https://rumble.com/v2im94o-dan-happels-connecing-the-dots-sunday-april-16th-2023.html
http://www.danhappel.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electoral_precinct
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o Another lie told is hand counting is too expensive they reason while saying 

ES&S is charging $300K penalty over 3 years to get out of the contract for 

the use of the corrupted machines. 

o Next lie is they say they cannot raise the money.  What is more important 

than fixing our elections? 

o Before 1992 all elections were hand counted. 

o Compare $ spent for machines & signature verifications instead of paying 

humans at the precinct level to hand count and hand check signatures. 

 We need more common sense especially with young voters. 

 The FBI went to Tina Peter's husband care facility where he has 

Alzheimer's/dementia and deceived him to sign a document taking her off his 

benefits.  She has no income now.   

 I just did a web search on Tina Peters name and ALL the hits were reporting a 

fabrication of what really happen to this brave Mesa County Colorado Clerk as she 

described the facts on this Dan Happel interview.  I could not find one source that 

reported the truth.  I have found this startling discovery before.  The media in all 

forms is controlled to such an extent they synchronize their narrative of any 

outcome to fit the global to local agenda and lie.  The once free and numerous 

independent media sources have be sharked down to some 6 large super 

corporations which now control all the news reporting except for a few and 

growing independent patriot sources.   (Jack note) 

 At the same time the municipal DA's have also been weaponized to sue anyone 

who questions or takes an active role against their agenda and decision.  

 It does not stop there; the first level courts are bought off or are radically left 

enough to support the municipal DA agenda. The radical left wing activism, drugs 

and drug money flowing from the southern border are making its way all the way 

north to Bozeman Montana. (Jack note) 

 Mike Lindell is very active in providing legal support and legal challenges with his 

team of attorneys across the U.S.A. 

 It is critical to call the criminals out supporting the continuation of corrupted 

elections and ignoring the state and federal election laws for political gain. 

 The global to local corporate and government and NGO criminals and drug cartels 

want to control the narrative. 

 Must watch one hour long Selection Code - https://selectioncode.com/. 

 

INTERVIEW WITH TINA PETERS  

 So many people are asleep. 

 A pastor sued the Governor of his state and won to open churches during COVID. 

 She references to legend of the 300 Spartans and their cohesion, fearless and strong 

coordination strengths. 

https://selectioncode.com/
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 China + Russia = Gog and Magog 

 Read the Declaration of Independence it warns of open borders. 

 She warns that she could not find America in an end times - eschatology. 

 China is buying up our land. 

 We each have a huge responsibility. 

  God wants us to be lions in His name not lambs! 

 We have weak churches. 

 We have become passive. 

 Link to read John  Adams wisdom - https://www.brainyquote.com/authors/john-

adams-quotes 

 Shame on us! 

 

Comments from Jeff a super programmer in the ZOOM interview. 

 

 We have compromised where we lost our credibility, Jeff the super programmer 

 The Sheeple will not resolve the problem, the people will - Jeff 

 No battle plan ever survives a battle plan with the enemy including 3 letter 

agencies. - Jeff 

 Elections are in our Rights. 

 We have the receipts. ( the records) 

 They (election fraud controllers & deniers) are coming to a revelation, that they 

cannot continue this {charade} forever! 

 This is a full blown RICO case! 

 Stand up and show the back bone that God gave us. 

 There is tremendous push back from our Justice Department and the 3 letter 

agencies AND THEY ARE INVOLVED. 

 You can't put this off! 

 Be ready to present a complete case. 

 The is going to be pushed forward to completion. 

 The bad new for the election controllers is we have the receipts and they cannot 

delay this forever and they should be prosecuted as such. 

 This is the same situation as when they wrote the Declaration of Independence. 

 I am looking forward to it (the fight to expose the truth). 

 We no longer have trust! 

 In the mean time when you do vote write in the candidate's name on the ballot as in 

do not use the party and candidate mark sense oval this will force a hand count and 

bypass the corrupted machines. The candidate must be registered. 

 Our representatives are not being duly elected by the people and yet we are taxed, 

i.e. taxation with representation again! 

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromTaking.htm
https://www.brainyquote.com/authors/john-adams-quotes
https://www.brainyquote.com/authors/john-adams-quotes
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 Our government has broken faith! 

 This is the same battle plan that has happen before. 

 Usually involves sham elections. 

 And then they {the election fraud deniers and controllers} try to vilify the other 

person and try to jail them. 

 They find the most supportive leader and try to jail them or prosecute them. 

 As time says there is nothing new under the sun. 

 

Scribed by Jack 

 

 Jack Venrick 

Rollins, Montana 

www.freedomforallseasons.org  

jacksranch@freedomforallseasons.org  
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Pioneer Family of Wisconsin 

The Boeing Company 
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B.S. Electrical Engineering 
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M.S. Business Administration 

M.S. Industrial Engineering 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Photo taken 2015 before turning 80 years old in 2023. 

 

Remember, democracy never lasts long. It soon wastes, exhausts, and murders itself. There 

never was a democracy yet that did not commit suicide.  John Adams  

http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/
mailto:jacksranch@freedomforallseasons.org
https://www.brainyquote.com/authors/john-adams-quotes

